Roomies

Graham Malone is my roommate, my
personal eye candy, the reason I get up in
the morning smiling (that could be from
the illicit dreams I have about him too, I
suppose. Lets move on.).
Hes also
beautiful to look at, but his heart is where
his true beauty lies. Take away the exterior
and the interior still shines. I love him. I
mean, Im pretty sure I do, having never
been in love before. Anyway, it seems
legit. And now his brother Blake is here,
and, well, hes the complete opposite of
Graham. Sarcastic, brooding, and totally
available. But hes leaving soon, and
Grahams the one I want. I shouldnt have to
remind myself of this, right? I wouldnt
have to if Blake would quit looking at me
like Im something yummy and hes
starving. Heres a toast to roomies; the ones
you should never fall in love with. Or
something.
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